Chapter 3
Parking Lot Operations

This chapter describes the general layout and operations of the individual lots serving the Resorts.
The layout of the lots and the actual parking operation within the lots will be heavily influenced by
factors such as snow accumulation and actual parking demand. The conceptual parking lot
sketches described in this chapter are illustrative of potential lot operational plans. The Resorts
will maintain control on their properties.

INDIVIDUAL LOTS
Snow Summit Base Lot
The Snow Summit base lot is oriented with east-west parking aisles. Primary access is provided
to/from the north on Summit Boulevard, with overflow egress to Thrush Drive on the west, as
shown in Figure 7.
It is recommended that the fee collection/verification area be located in the northeast corner of
the lot, with multiple inbound lanes.
The shuttle bus and vehicle pick-up/drop-off area is located off Summit Boulevard, with shuttle
buses and vehicles using the Forest Trail loop in the southeast corner of the lot.

Bear Mountain Base Lot
The Bear Mountain base lot has parking areas north and south of Goldmine Drive. South of
Goldmine Drive, the parking aisles run in the north-south direction, while the north section of the
lot has both north-south and east-west aisle orientation.
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Figure 8 shows the parking fee collection areas for both the north and south lot sections.
Primary vehicle access to the south lot would be through the fee collection area off Moonridge
Road, with egress onto Goldmine Drive. The north lot would be entered off Goldmine Drive and
exited onto Club View Drive.
Shuttle bus pick-up/drop-off would be located in the southwest portion of the lower lot, where
shuttle bus customers could be served with minimal conflicts with parking vehicles.

Fox Farm Lot
Figure 9 shows the operational plan for the Fox Farm lot that has been in use for years. The aisle
orientation is in the east-west direction and the primary access to the lot is off Fox Farm Road in
the northeast corner of the lot. Egress from the lot is back onto Fox Farm Road back toward the
traffic signal at Big Bear Boulevard.
Shuttle service to the Fox Farm lot uses the two driveways along Garstin Drive.

Sandalwood Lot
The Sandalwood lot is a new lot this year and is the key to the changes in the TMP. The location
and the size of the Sandalwood lot, in combination with the Fox Farm lot, allows free parking to
fill on the north side of Big Bear Boulevard simultaneously with the paid base lots south of Big
Bear Boulevard. This separation of free and paid parking will reduce the crossing of traffic flows
along Big Bear Boulevard.
While the Sandalwood lot is still under grading and development in preparation for the opening of
the season, the layout of the lot will likely have parking aisles running in the north-south direction.
As shown in Figure 10, the Sandalwood lot would be served by two driveways along the west side
of the lot. A driveway would be located opposite both the north and south intersections of
Sandalwood Drive & Business Center Drive.
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It is recommended that the shuttle bus area be provided inside the lot along the western boundary.
Shuttles would enter the lot northbound through the driveway opposite Business Center Drive
South and leave the lot through the Business Center Drive North driveway, sharing this driveway
with the traffic entering and leaving the lot.
Traffic approaching the Resorts from the east would be directed off Big Bear Boulevard onto
Sandalwood Drive and enter the lot through the driveway opposite Business Center Drive North.
This driveway would be shared with exiting shuttle buses, so parking staff might be needed to
assist the shuttles to efficiently leave the site.
Traffic approaching the Resorts from the west would turn left from Big Bear Boulevard onto Fox
Farm Road and then be directed northbound onto Sandalwood Drive by the Traffic Control
Personnel at that intersection. The northbound approaching traffic would use the southerly
Sandalwood Drive driveway to enter and exit the lot.
Traffic leaving the Sandalwood lot would be directed to the south on Sandalwood Drive toward
Fox Farm Road to utilize the traffic signal at Big Bear Boulevard & Fox Farm Road.
The operation of this new lot will be carefully monitored this year. Observations may lead to
recommendations for additional improvements to the lot in the future.

Brownie Lot
The Brownie lot has been operated by the Resorts for years. It provides parking aisles oriented
in the east-west direction. The intent this year is to open this lot only after the Sandalwood and
Fox Farm lots are full.
The lot has driveways along Brownie Lane on the south side of the lot, as shown in Figure 11.
Traffic will approach from the east, turn right into the lot, and be guided to parking within the lot
by the Parking Directors.
The shuttle area in the Brownie lot is located in the southwest corner of the lot and is anticipated
to remain in that location this year.
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Moonridge Lot
The Moonridge lot will be the next free parking lot to open on a busy day after the Brownie lot
reaches capacity. Thus, this lot will be used fewer days per year than the remainder of the off-site
lots. This priority has been established because this lot is served by the new roundabouts along
Moonridge Road, and it was determined appropriate to allow residents and Resorts guests to
familiarize themselves with the operation of the roundabouts before putting too much pressure on
the corridor. Additionally, the roundabouts have likely reduced the capacity of Moonridge Road,
which may complicate lot operations during peak parking periods.
Figure 12 shows the potential orientation of the parking lot. Current layout of the Moonridge lot
provides access along Rathburn Drive. There are currently no curbs or gutters along Rathburn
Drive, so access to the lot can be gained anywhere.
Traffic approaching the lot along southeastbound Moonridge Road would have to drive through
the westerly Moonridge roundabout to enter the Moonridge lot via Rathburn Drive. Traffic Control
Personnel would be deployed at the intersection of Elm Street & Rathburn Drive to direct traffic
bound for the parking lot onto Rathburn Drive and then into the lot itself.
Traffic approaching from westbound Moonridge or from northbound Club View Drive would
traverse the easterly Moonridge roundabout and use Rathburn Drive to reach the Moonridge lot.
Again, Traffic Control Personnel would be needed to direct traffic into the lot from the east.
The shuttle operations to/from this lot are complicated by the requirements to maneuver through
the roundabouts. Because of these geometrics, it would be better to use Fir Street as the primary
shuttle access route to the Moonridge lot. The area around the Big Bear Fire Department
Moonridge Station could be used to serve as a shuttle bus route and pick-up/drop-off area. Figure
12 shows a potential shuttle routing counterclockwise around the fire station that minimizes bus
travel through the roundabouts. Mountain Transit, Resorts staff, and City staff continue to review
the shuttle routes.
The infrequent use of the Moonridge lot this year should be carefully evaluated because this lot
will become more frequently utilized in the future. A direct driveway to the lot from Elm Street
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should be considered, and access from the easterly side of Rathburn Drive needs to be
developed.

Backward Look Lot
The last free parking lot to be used would be the Backward Look lot. It would take its access off
Moonridge Road at the existing driveway west of Evergreen Drive. This lot would not be serviced
by Mountain Transit because of the limited turnaround area within the lot. As such, if this lot is
utilized, shuttle service would be provided by Resorts-operated vehicles.

End of Day Routes
At the end of the day, the focus of the shuttle system is to return guests from the Resorts to the
off-site parking lots. Figure 13 shows the routes that will be used to make those trips. It is during
this time of day that the alternate routes may be used more often so that the shuttle buses can
avoid the heavy outbound flows from the free and paid base lots located south of Big Bear
Boulevard.
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